The central problem in this technical report is the question if the classical Bernstein operator can be decomposed into nontrivial building blocks where one of the factors is the genuine Beta operator introduced by Mühlbach [13] and Lupaş [12] . We collect several properties of the Beta operator such as injectivity, the eigenstructure and the images of the monomials under its inverse. Moreover, we give a decomposition of the form B n =B n • F n where F n is a nonpositive linear operator having quite interesting properties. We study the images of the monomials under F n , its moments and various representations. Also an asymptotic formula of Voronovskaya type for polynomials is given and a connection with a conjecture of Cooper and Waldron [3] is established. In an appendix numerous examples illustrate the approximation behaviour of F n in comparison to B n .
Introduction
Here we continue our previous research on the composition of positive linear operators and on linear operators in general, thus emphasizing the fact again that a functional-analytic point of view onto the problem is useful. Our report is a continuation of [7] and [9] where related problems were considered.
The present report is motivated by a discussion between the late Alexandru Lupaş and the first author which took place in Sibiu in late December 2006. The topic of this discussion was the question if the classical Bernstein operator
, can be decomposed into simpler positive building blocks. More precisely, the problem was if there are non-trivial positive linear operators P and Q such that B n = P • Q. We had some preliminary results then, and it was intended to eventually publish a joint paper dealing with this topic. This is mentioned in the obituary [5] indicating one reason for the long delay in further investigating the problem.
One of our candidates for the factors P and Q were certain Beta-type operators introduced by Mühlbach in [13] and further investigated by him in [14] and by Lupaş in [12] . These mappings are given for f ∈ C[0, 1], x ∈ [0, 1] bȳ Moreover, it is known from [1] and [2] thatB n preserves monotonicity and (ordinary) convexity.
It is known that if one composes two positive linear operators P and Q, both reproducing linear functions, then for the second moment of the product operator one has (P • Q)((e 1 − x) 2 ; x) = P u (Q((e 1 − u) 2 ; u); x) + P ((e 1 − x) 2 ; x).
Here the superscript in P u indicates that the operator P is applied to functions in the variable u.
Putting P =B n the question then was if there is another positive linear operator Q such that B n • Q = B n and in particular, (B n • Q)((e 1 − x)
2 ; x) = B n ((e 1 − x) 2 ; x) = x(1 − x) n =B u n (Q((e 1 − u) 2 ; u); x) +B n ((e 1 − x) 2 ; x) =B u n (Q((e 1 − u) 2 ; u); x) + x(1 − x) n + 1 .
Natural candidates for Q are operators of the form Q(f ; x) = n k=0 f k n r n,k (x), with r n,k ≥ 0,
would become the Bernstein operator if r n,k could be chosen in a way such that
The first (unpublished) attempt made used piecewise linear interpolation
which can explicitely be described as
with respect to α. S ∆n is also a positive linear operator reproducing linear functions and preserving monotonicity and convexity/concavity. Moreover, it is of the appropriate form and hence it made sense to consider G n :=B n • S ∆n , that is,
where G n (f ; 0) = S ∆n (f ; 0) = f (0), G n (f ; 1) = S ∆n (f ; 1) = f (1), and for x ∈ (0, 1)
G n is again positive and linear. As the composition of two operators preserving monotonicity and convexity, G n also has these properties.
For a convex function g it is well-known that g ≤ B n g. Now if f ∈ C[0, 1] is convex, then this is also true for S ∆n f , so that
where L n is a special case of the Stancu operator introduced in [15] , namely for the case α = 1 n . In particular,B
More generally, for j ∈ N 0 ,
The latter inequalities can be used to give estimates for the degree of approximation by G n , but we will not further discuss this here. Since the second moments of both G n and B n lie between
, there still is a chance that G n = B n . However, in the next section we will show that G 2 = B 2 . Moreover, in Section 5 it will be proved that there is no positive linear operator Q : C[0, 1] −→ Π n such that B n =B n • Q. We will also show that it is impossible to write B n = L • S ∆n for a large class of positive integral operators.
But these negative results do not exclude the possibility that there are non-trivial decompositions B n = P • Q with P =B n or Q = S ∆n . But if one insists in the choice P =B n , then we are necessarily led to certain non-positive operators F n which will be mainly investigated in this report starting from Section 5.
Two negative results
We shall prove that G 2 = B 2 . Indeed,
where u i ∈ C[0, 1] is the piecewise linear function with u i j 2 = δ ij , i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
we get
On (0, 1),
and t
Now (1) 
where u n,i ∈ C[0, 1] are piecewise linear functions such that u n,i j n = δ ij , i, j = 0, . . . , n.
where the kernel K is non-negative on [0, 1]
Suppose that for a given n ≥ 2 we have
In particular, L(u n,i ; 0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, and so we get
It follows that
, and so
On the other hand, L(e 0 ; 0) = (L • S ∆n )(e 0 ; 0) = B n (e 0 ; 0) = 1, which contradicts (2). Thus, in fact, L • S ∆n = B n .
Injectivity ofB n
In this section we will prove thatB n :
This fact has the consequence that the operators F n considered below are the only endomorphisms on C[0, 1] allowing the decomposition
meaning that any other endomorphism Q with B n =B n • Q is necessarily equal to F n .
Obviously
be fixed, and let x ∈ 1 2 − l,
From [4, p. 708] it follows that for all k ∈ N 0 the integral
is convergent, uniformly with respect to x ∈ 1 2 − l,
Thus the integral
is convergent, uniformly with respect to x ∈ 1 2 − l, 1 2 + l . From a) and b) we conclude that for all k ∈ N 0 the integral
is convergent, uniformly with respect to x ∈ 1 2 − l, 1 2 + l . According to [4, Satz 3, p . 736] we can take in (3) the k-th derivative with respect to x, which leads to
Let us remark that e nu 2
(1 + e u ) n e |u| 4 ≤ e 1−2n 4
|u| , u ∈ R.
According to [11, Section 8.4.3, p. 428] , from (5) we deduce that the sequence
, and now (4) implies g = 0 a. e. on R. By using again the continuity of g we get g = 0 on R, and so f = 0 on [0, 1].
The eigenstructure ofB n
By direct computation it is easy to find the first eigenvalues and eigenpolynomials ofB n :
AsB
following directly from the definition ofB n , we conclude that the eigenvalues ofB n : Π n −→ Π n are the numbers
Let us denote by p (n) k the eigenpolynomials of B n (see [3] ). Here are some examples (see [3, (9 
Thus we have q
uniformly in [0, 1]. We shall show that the eigenstructure ofB n is similar to that of B n ; in particular, that (7) holds for all k ≥ 0. Since the polynomials
are completely described in [3] , we get the same information about lim n→∞ q (n)
k (x). Let k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1. We want to determine q
We put q
With (6) we deriveB
From the definition of the Stirling numbers of first kind s(j, i), we obtain immediately
so that (9) becomes, after some manipulation,
This leads to
for all i = 0, 1, . . . , k. Since s(i, i) = 1, we can solve (10) for a(n, k, i) getting
for all i ∈ {k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0}. Recalling that n and k are given, and a(n, k, k) = 1, (11) represents a recurrence relation for computing a(n, k, i),
, we get
Let us prove by induction that
For j = k (14) is verified because a(n, k, k) = 1. Due to (12) , (14) is verified also for j = k − 1. Suppose now that (14) is true for j = i + 1, and let's prove it for j = i. 
and this completes the proof of (14) .
and the coefficients a * (k, j) are equal to the coefficients c * (j, k) from [3, Theorem 4.1]. This leads to lim
where(see [3, Theorem 4.5 
, and 
The operators F n
The images of the monomials underB n (see (6) ) show thatB n : Π n −→ Π n is bijective. By composing the operators
we obtain the operators
The eigenvalues of B n (see [3] ) are
It follows that the eigenvalues of
Here are some images of the monomials:
In particular, from the representation of F n (e 3 ; x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, we see that for n ≥ 2 F n is not a positive operator. Indeed we have F n e 3 ; 1 (n + 1) 2 = −n 5 − 6n 4 − 3n 3 + 14n 2 + 17n + 6 n 4 (n + 2) 5 < 0, n ≥ 2.
Remark 5.1 In Theorem 3.1 we showed thatB n :
exists on the range R(B n ). If we assume that there is an operator Q :
so F n = Q. Since F n is not a positive operator, the equality shows that there is no positive operator allowing the decomposition in question.
The moments of F n
Consider the moments of F n , defined by
By using the above images of the monomials we get
In particular,
These facts, combined with Taylor's formula, lead to the following conjecture concerning a Voronovskaya-typ result.
We will see that this conjecture is verified for all polynomials.
7 A representation ofB i. e., by using (6)
This entails
Finally we getB
Here are some examples. (n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3) n 3 e 4 − 6 (n + 1)(n + 2) n 3 e 3 + 7 n + 1 n 3 e 2 − 1 n 3 e 1 Since S(j, j) = 1, it follows from (17) that lim n→∞B −1 n e j = e j , j ≥ 0.
A first representation of F n f
For f ∈ C[0, 1] we have
Consider the polynomials ϕ n,i :=B
In fact,
So we get
Before giving some examples, we prove that
Let S :
It is easy to see thatB
On the other hand, b n,i = Sb n,n−i . Now
, (18).
Here are some examples:
The "Lebesgue function"corresponding to F n is
Experimental maximum values of the Lebesgue function for different n. 
Now, with the results of Section 7,
Consider the polynomials
Here are some examples concerning ρ n,j .
10 An asymptotic formula for F n p, p ∈ Π It is known that S(m, j) = 0 for j > m, and [0, 
+ terms of degree < m − 2.
It follows that for each m ≥ 0
uniformly on [0, 1]. This implies that for any polynomial p we have
What is remarkable here is the factor n 2 (where an n might have been expected). Thus Conjecture 6.1 is verified for all p ∈ Π. In particular
Moreover, by using [8, (6.4)], we get also
11 Connection with a conjecture of Sh. Cooper and Sh. Waldron
n (x) be the monic eigenpolynomials of B n , corresponding to the eigenvalues
are the dual functionals (see [3, Theorem 2.3] . It is known that for each 
and from the linear independence of p * 0 , . . . , p * s we derive
Now
and
we conclude that
We know thatB
Writing (20) and (21) for s = 2, we get
Using (20) and (21) with s = 3, 4, . . . , we obtain
Consequently,
Concerning (22) 
Suppose that this is true. If for a function f ∈ C[0, 1],
The asymptotic behavior ofB
According to [3, Theorem 2.3] , the eigenpolynomials of B n are
Moreover, according to [3, Theorem 4 
With the results of Section 7 we get
here, as a polynomial in n, q j−2 has degree j − 2, j ≥ 2.
We get finally,
Since p (n) 0 = e 0 and p
e 0 , we have also
This leads to
A different approach to F n
The genuine Bernstein-Durrmeyer operator U n can be described as
which entails also
On the other hand,
and so
for all k = 1, . . . , n − 1 and i = 0, 1, . . . , n. We also have
On the other hand, let Lf (x) := (1 − x)f (0) + xf (1).
It is easy to see that ν For each fixed k, the corresponding summand tends uniformly to
(f (t) − Lf (t))J k−2 (t)dt, when n → ∞.
It remains to investigate the behavior of the sum when n → ∞. 
